
DOG OWNERS
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Livestock worrying is a big issue for farmers
at any time of the year, but it is particularly
problematic during the spring/lambing
season (December to May approximately).

Livestock worrying occurs when dogs
chase animals, injure and/or kill them.
Sheep for example, are flight animals,
ie they flee when they perceive danger,

WHATIS THEW

For the farmers: After an incident of
this nature, livestock, particularly sheep,
can become terrified of dogs. This can
make it diff icult for the farmer, as dogs
are routinely used to herd livestock. Day to
day tasks become time consuming, adding
economic loss to the financial loss of dead
or injured animals.

WOULDrcDOTHAT?
Even though dogs have been domesticated
for a long time, they have not lost their basic
instincts. These instincts include a strong
predatory d rive a nd the chase instinct ca n
be triggered by the sight or the movement
of animals. Any breed of dog can be
involved in worrying livestock, even the
most placid, sffiall, friendly, loving family pet.

To the animals: The damage caused can
be visible, such as severe wounds or death.
Sometimes the animal is still alive but
they have such bad injuries, they become
untreatable and they have to be put tc>

sleep. Other damage can be less obvious
at the time, eg if they are in larnb, they
often abort their lambs.



WHAT ARE THE FOR ME?

The police take these types of incidents
very seriously and will work with farmers
and the local community to make sure we
always trace the owners of the dogs and
take appropriate action.

lf your dog attacks livestock, you could end
up being responsible for offences including
criminal damage and sheep worrying,
in addition to potential prosecution for
offences under The Dangerous Dogs Act,
You might also end up being fined or liable
for com pensation.

ln addition, farmers have the right to
shoot dogs that are worrying or attacking
livestock. We don't want anyone to lose
their beloved family pet!

wltAr cANxEuDo?

Fortunately it is really easy to keep your dog
and livestock safe:

Dogs should be kept on leads when they
a re nea r a ny livestock,
Owners should make sure that they
are secure and cannot escape from
their homes or gardens, particularly in
rural areas.
Stick to designated footpaths and
make sure you are shutting field
gates properly, particularly during
lambing season
Make sure your dog is really well trained
so that you can keep them under
control while you are out and about,
just in case you come across livestock
while your dog is off the lead.
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CONSEOUENCES



HERE ARE SOME
FROM ONE OF AVON AND SOMERSET'S
MOST EXPERIENCED DOG HANDLERS:

1. The three most important commands
are sit, stay and recall: A really well-
established 'sit' command will stop a
dog anywhere. A strong 'stay' or 'wait'
command will prevent your dog running
ahead, enabling you to make sure your
dog waits for you when going through
gates and getting out of the car for
example, lt is vital that you can reliably
recall your dog, so that you can bring
them back to you and back under your
physical control. lt is a good idea to take
your dog to training classes so you can
learn together and avoid bad habits.

2. Commands: Whilst you are training,
always use simple, consistent commands
so your dog knows exactly what you
want them to do. Keep repeating the
exercise so it becomes ingrained.

TOP DOG TRAINING TIPS
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3. Rewards: During training, always reward
good behaviour so your dog knows
exactly what you want them to do.
This could be food or a toy.

4. Use a dog whistle: lt's not always
possible to use your voice to communicate
with your dog across Iong distances.
A dog whistle carries better. You can use
the whistle to backup a voice command
if your dog is not listening. lncorporate
this into your training or ask the teacher
at local dog training classes to cover it
in lessons.

5. Train your dog in different situations:
It's one thing your dog coming back
to you in an enclosed space, but quite
another getting it to listen to you in an
open field or woodland. Train your dog
in a variety of environments, so that
when you are on a walk you have as
much control as you would indoors.

6. Teach your dog to oleave': This means
showing your dog something it might
be interested in, and rewarding it if it
does not react. If it does react, tell the
dog to 'leave it', take it away from the
situation and then try again. You can
apply this command if your dog tries
to chase animals.

7. Keep your dog's focus when out on walks:
Keep your dog's focus by getting them
to come back to you or sit every so often.
lf your dog does start to lose focus,
use toys or treats to bring its focus
back to you. That way you will have
better control.
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